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The Grassmann representation for the system of qubits, is considered. The treatment is based on 
natural description of the qubits system as fermions and uses coherent states of fermions. The 
quantum logic gates are represented in two forms  by symbols of operations and by partial 
differential operators on the symbols of the states. The considered representation of quantum logic 
is called as superlogic. The examples are given for classical logic operations of negation, 
conjunction, disjunction and for reversible three-bit Toffoli gate and its quantum generalization  
three-qbit Deutsch gate. The representation for composite gates is also considered. Path integral 
represenatation in Grassmann algebra for quantum automaton with qubits memory is described. In 
particular for the autonomous automaton corresponding to the special case of general dynamic 
system this description differ from path integral representation in commutative memory phase space 
by the specific nonliner term in superaction. 
PACS  03.67.-a 
1. Introduction 
 Natural description of quantum systems with a set of binary (two levels) cells (qubits) is based on 
Fermi operators. Conventional treatment of fermions systems is based on Grassmann representation. 
One of the most straightforward approach to this topic is based on the coherent states formalism. 
Coherent states are known to be a valuable tool in quantum systems description. Fermi operators are 
Heisenberg-Weyl supergroup generators and defines corresponding set of generalized coherent states in 
terms of [1]. Coherent states of fermions were introduced in the works of Martin [2] and further studied 
in [35]. It should be noted that coherent states of fermions doesn't exist in original quantum states 
space and need its extension by means of Grassmann algebra. Nevertheless these states can be used in 
calculations and gives correct results in compact form. They are parametrized by points in classical 
phase space for fermions which are generators of Grassmann algebra with involution. 
 Coherent states provide symbols of operators and of vectors in quantum states space [1, 6]. These 
symbols and operations with them give another representation for corresponding quantum system. In 
particular we have another representation for qubits and operations with them. Corresponding 
representation of quantum logic (Q-logic) may be called as superlogic (S-logic). Superlogic is adequate 
mathematical formalism for quantum logic gates [711]. Grassmann representation may be also used 
for path integral description of quantum automaton behaviour. 
 Let us make some notes on used terminology. 
 The term superlogic but in somewhat different meaning is used in work [12]. The authors introduces 
Boolean supermanifold using conventional constructions in a supermathematics [13]. The reduced 
manifold of Boolean supermanifold has the structure of Boolean manifold [14] with topology of a 
Boole algebra of propositions defined by considering the implication as an order relation. The 
superlogic in terms of [12] gives extension of classical Boolean logic (B-logic) but its relation to Q-
logic needs additional consideration. Our treatment of superlogic in contrast is based on explicit and 
exact representation of Q-logic and gives corresponding extension of B-logic. Note that the 
supermanifold in our approach is complex and has trivial body. However in more general quantum 
systems with Bose and Fermi degrees of freedom the supermainfold should have dimensions of both 
parities. 
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 Note also that the term Q-logic in some works [15] has the meaning which differ from used in this 
paper.  
2.  Grassmann representation 
 Some technical details of Grassmann representation, used notations and terminology conventions 
are given for convenience in Appendix section. 
 Suppose we have a system of N qbit cells. Binary basis of it states will be denoted as NB  and 
corresponding quantum qbit states space as NF . Any operator on NF  can be represented as polynomial 
over creation ka  and annihilation 

ka  ( Nk ,,1 ) operations which satisfy canonic anticommutation 
relations /A.1/ [6]. So qbit cells system can be treated as fermions system. 
 Rather popular is the representation of fermions system in Grassmann algebra [6]. Convenient 
technical tool here are fermions coherent states. Coherent states can be used for definition of symbols 
of the states and of the operators. Symbols are the elements of Grassmann algebra N2  with generators 
/A.2, A.3/ and gives corresponding representation of the states and operators on N2 . Generators /A.2, 
A.3/ are often treated as variables of classical phase space of fermions system. From this point of view 
symbols can be treated as functions on phase space and realize quantum to classical correspondence 
principle. Note that symbols of the states NF  are functions on only half of generators /A.3/ (in classical 
terms they are treated as variables of classical configuration space) and consequently are the elements 
of subalgebra N  in Grassmann algebra N2 . This leads to another realization of operators on NF  by 
means of partial differential operators on N   so called Fock-Bargmann representation. 
 Any B-logic function (gate) MN BBf :  has linear continuation within Q-logic MN FFf : . 
Important examples are unary operation of negation 11: BBnot   and binary operations 
12:,,, BBnandxororand  . 
 As an illustration let us consider some of commonly used B-logic operators and corresponding S-
logic operators in both representations  by symbols on N2  and by partial differential operators 
on N . 
 Negation operation has the form 
   
  aanot . 
Its covariant symbol is 
       ,not  
and Fock-Bargmann representation is 
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As an example of binary operations let us consider conjunction and disjunction operations. They can 
be represented by means of basis projectors as 
     1,111,00,10,00 and , 
    1,11,00,110,00 or . 
Covariant symbols of these operations are undefined because input and output have different 
dimensions (see Appendix). The matrix symbols are 
2121212121 ,1,11,1,00,0,10,0,00, 
 and
or 
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   212121 1, 
 and  
and 
  
 2121212121 ,1,11,1,01,0,11,0,00, 
 or  
or 
    212121 1,  
 and . 
Fock-Bargmann representations are 
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 For some reasons reversible logical gates can be of interest [9]. In this case input and output 
variables have equal dimensions MN  . Let us consider, for example, so called controlled-controlled-
not (cc-not, or Toffoli)  three-bit gate  33:_ BBnotcc  . It can be represented by the identity operator  
1 and projectors on basis as 
     1,1,11,1,00,1,11,1,11_ notcc . 
Its symbol is 
        321123 111,_   notcc  
and Fock-Bargmann representation is 
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Quantum generalization of Toffoli three-bit gate is the set of three-qbit Deutsch gates [9] 
  33: FFD  . It can be represented by projectors on basis as 
               1,1,11cos1,1,0sin1,1,11,1,1sin1,1,01cos0,1,11   iiD , 
where   is real parameter. Its symbol is 
                32111123 sin11cos1,    iD . 
It can be also represented in exponential form which will be used later in Subsection 3.2 
/1/          ,exp,   HD , 
/2/                32111123 sin11cos,    iH . 
The Fock-Bargmann representation is 
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 Consider the representation of composite logical gates. In particular the circuits with elementary 
gates with two inputs and one output have significant practical interest. Suppose A and B are such 
elementary gates and let us compose two composite gates with tree inputs and one output 
    321321 ,,,1 nnBnAnnnC  , 
    321321 ,,,2 nnnBAnnnC  . 
Using resolution of the identity operator 
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   
n
nn1  
we can find the values of composite operators on the coherent states 
    321321 ,,,1  BAC  , 
    321321 ,,,2   BAC , 
and inserting resolution of the identity operator /A.6/ before operator B we have following formulas for 
the matrix symbols 
        ddBAC exp,,,,1 321321 , 
          ddBAC exp,,,2 321321 . 
With commutation rule /A.4/ the matrix symbols of C2 can be rewritten in form 
        ddBABAC oe exp,,,,,,2 213213321 , 
where for arbitrary Grassmann algebra elements 
oe xxx   is the expansion on even and odd parts. 
 Generalizing let us consider the gate A with N inputs and one output and suppose that k-th input is 
replaced with elementary gate B with two inputs and one output. This results in composite gate C with 
1N  inputs and one output. Let us denote the coherent state of 1N  cells as 
   1211111 ,,,,,,,   NkkkkN   , 
where brackets repetition means tensor product. For shorter notation we write it as 
     ,, , 
where    is in k-th position (for Nk   the last variables    are omitted). The matrix symbol of 
composite gate can be written in following form 
          ddBABAC oe exp,,,, . 
The matrix symbol of any composite gate can be obtained by repeating of this formula. 
 Fock-Bargmann representation can be more suitable for representation of composite gates. The 
composite gate operator is a composition of partial differential operators in Grassmann algebra, for 
example 
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 For the composition of two logical gates with equal number of inputs and outputs the composite gate 
symbol is the convolution /A.9/ of the original gates symbols. In Fock-Bargmann representation we 
have the composition of corresponding partial differential operators. 
3. Path integral representation of automaton behavior 
 Algebraic theory describes automaton as representation of an input semigroup in a transformations 
semigroup of automaton set of states [16]. In case of words input semigroup this corresponds to Moore 
automaton (without output), in case of time input semigroup  to autonomous automaton. This 
approach is valid in discrete and in continual cases. In this paper we consider quantum automaton. 
Formaly quantum automaton corresponds to unitary representation. 
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 It is well known that semigroup representation or for autonomous automaton in other terms 
evolution operator may be represented in path integral form. In case of probabilty autonomous 
automaton path integral is of Wiener type and in quantum case it is of Feynman type. Such 
representations for evolution operator is widely used for example in physics [6]. 
 Quantum automaton with qubits memory is of especial interest. Natural path integral describtion of 
such systems leads to path integral in Grassmann algebra. General form of path integral representation 
in Grassmann algebra was found in [17, 18]. In this paper it is applied to quantum automaton with 
qubits memory. We give explicit path integral representation for autonomous and Moore automaton. 
3.1 Autonomous automaton 
 Autonomous automaton is special case of general dynamic system. Covariant symbol of evolution 
operator between time moments tt ,  has continual path integral representation 
/3/          ddiSU exp, . 
Eq. /3/ assumes integration over all virtual trajectories   ,  in phase space N2  with boundary 
conditions        tt , . Superaction is 
/4/               OdtdtttiHttdS  , , 
where the term O according to [16] is 
/5/            


t
t
oo dsssHttHO  ,,  
and oH  is the odd part in Grassmann algebra of covariant symbol (Hamilton function) H of evolution 
operator generator. 
 Without the term Eq. /5/ the expression Eq. /4/ has usual form of classical Hamilton-Kahler action 
[6]. It is valid for even Hamilton function symbol. The term Eq. /5/ nonlinear for the odd part of 
Hamiltonian is the specific feature of path integral representation in Grassmann algebra in general case 
of Hamiltonian symbol with arbitrary Grassmann parity [17]. This follows from the relation 
        oo yxyxyx  expexpexp  
for arbitrary Grassmann algebra elements. 
3.2 Moore automaton 
 Let W be a concatenation semigroup of input words for Moore automaton, QEnd   a 
transformations semigroup of automaton set of states Q and 
   QEndWU :  
semigroup representation describing automaton. 
 For every input word partition 
   



1
0
n
k
kww ,  Www k ,  
according to the semigroup property we can write 
/6/      



1
0
n
k
kwUwU . 
 Suppose that the set of states Q is the quantum system and has the structure of fermions system. In 
particular it can be the set of binary cells considered above. Then the Grassamann representation can be 
used for the automaton description. 
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 According to correspondence principal /A.9/ the symbol of the operator /6/ can be written as the 
product of convolutions 
/7/        kkk
n
k
n wUwU  ,, 1
1
0
0




   . 
Using integral form of the convolution /A.7/ we have another representation in the form of path integral 
           


   ddSiwUwU kk
n
k
k exp,, 1
1
0
, 
where restricted action is defined as 
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and integration is over all discrete virtual trajectories   ,  in phase space N2  with boundary 
conditions    0,n . 
 The representation /7/ can be useful when there exist an alphabet A of the semigroup of input words 
W such that for each character Aw  the symbol    ,wU  is known. In particular, when the 
symbol of transformation operator for the character can be represented in exponential form 
       ,exp,   wHwU  the symbol for the whole word can be represented in following path 
integral form 
           ddSwU exp,  
where 
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
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with boundary conditions    0,n . 
 A simple example gives Moore automaton based on three-qbit Deutsch gates /1/, /2/    DwU   
with concatenation semigroup of input words freely generated by the parameters w  treated as an 
alphabet. Note that this semigroup is not equal to the additive semigroup of real numbers. However for 
closely connected three-qbit gates     DJD  , where 111 iJ   and 1 is the identity in two 
dimensions we have 
         DDD   
and it can be defined Moore automaton for the additive semigroup of real numbers RW  . But the 
defined Q-logic gates are B-logic gates only in the trivial case for the parameters   satisfying 
  1 D . 
4. Conclusion 
 Grassmann representation for qubits systems gives their natural description. Corresponding 
superlogic extending classical and quantum logic can be introduced. Logical gates can be realized in 
two forms either by means of symbols of operators which are the elements of Grassmann algebra or by 
means of partial differential operators on the symbols of the states which are the elements of 
Grassmann algebra with half number of generators  so called Fock-Bargmann representation. 
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Respectively the composite gates can be represented either by means of integral operations on the 
symbols or by means of a composition of partial differential operators in Fock-Bargmann 
representation. 
 The behaviour of quantum automaton with qubits memory can be described by path integral in 
Grassmann algebra. In case of autonomous automaton this description differ from path integral 
representation in commutative memory phase space by the specific nonliner term in superaction. 
Grassmann representation leads to simple rules of symbolic calculations for qubits systems. 
5. Appendix 
In classical logic (Boolean or shortly B-logic) a bit is a binary cell with two states  1,0B . In 
quantum logic (shortly Q-logic) qbit states are the elements of complex linear algebra  BF  with basis  
B . The states of the system of  N  bits and qbits are correspondingly NN BB   and   


N
N BFF  
(power of tensor product  ). The basis of N qbits can be written as  NN BB , so any basis element 
has the form 
   Nnnn  1  (or shortly  Nnnn ,,1  ), 
where n is the function of the cell number with two values    1,0,,1: Nn  . 
Within usual convention we also consider dual spaces NF  with corresponding duality relations. In 
particular the elements of the dual basis NB  are 1nnn N     (or shortly  Nnnn ,,1  ) 
and mnmn , . The bijection 
 NN FF  induced by relations nn 

, nn 

 and 
  ii (*  is complex conjugate) sets nondegenerate Hermitian scalar product on both spaces. This 
leads to definition of Hermitian adjoint linear operators on both spaces. 
The system of qbits allows the description in the form of a fermions system. 
First consider one qbit cell. 
Let us introduce creation 
a  and annihilation 
a  operations as 
   10 a , 01 a , 
   00 a , 01 a . 
These operations are Hermitian conjugate pair and satisfy canonic anticommutation relations 
     1,  aa ,    0,  aa ,    0,  aa . 
This allows to treat a qbit cell as a fermions system. 
Corresponding operations on dual space are 
   10 a , 01 a , 
   00 a ,  01 a . 
These operations also satisfy canonic anticommutation relations. 
 Further we also need the operator corresponding to the third Pauli matrix 
   







10
01
I , 
which satisfies the relations 
   1
2 I ,   0, aI . 
Now consider the system of qbit cells. Let us introduce creation ka  and annihilation 

ka  operations 
as 
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   IIaak 
  11 , 
where operators 
a  are in k-th position. These operators satisfy canonic anticommutation relations 
/A.1/    jiji aa ,1,  ,   0,  ji aa ,    0,  ji aa . 
Corresponding operators on dual space are 
   11    aIIak , 
where a  are in  kN  -th position. 
This leads to the possibility to treat a system of qbit cells and a dual system as a fermions systems. 
 Rather convenient is conventional representation of fermions system in Grassmann algebra [6]. 
 Suppose N2  is Grassmann algebra with  2N  generators  (
N22  is its dimension) and with 
involution *. Any  N  generators 
/A.2/   N ,,1   
generates subalgebra N  in Grassmann algebra N2 . Also suppose that /A.2/ and the set 
/A.3/     N ,,1   
generates the whole N2 . 
 Fermions coherent states are parametrized by N2  generators and can be formally defined as for 
bosons system 
     0exp  a , 
Hereinafter the following notation is used   
k
kk aa  . 
Fermions coherent states are the element of the extension of NF with N2  
   NNN F 2 . 
and are the common eigenstates of annihilation operators with Grassmann eigenvalues 
   kka  
 . 
Note that the order of the multipliers is important due to noncommutativity of N2  and 
for any Ng 2  
/A.4/      gg gp  1 , 
where   gp  is the parity of  g (0 and 1 for even and odd element respectively). In particular for any 
generator  we have   . 
 In the dual space we have adjoint relations 
       aexp0 , 
   
   kka , 
   
   . 
 The important relations are normalization 
       exp , 
/A.5/  100 
  , 
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and resolution of the identity operator 
/A.6/   





dd
1 . 
 For several cells the coherent states can be represented as tensor product of coherent states for one 
qbit cell 
   N  1 , 
  1 N . 
We also use notations 
   N ,,1  ,  
  N ,,1  . 
 Let us consider matrix elements in coherent states (or in other terms matrix symbols) of operators A 
and states f on the space NF   
   f
 ,  A . 
With use of resolution of the identity operator Eq. /A.6/ the matrix element of the state  Af can be 
written as 
    

 



dd
fAAf . 
For the product of operators 
    

 



dd
BAAB . 
It is also used normalized matrix symbols (sometimes called covariant symbols) 
    
0

 



f
f ,  





 
A
A , . 
For the states both symbols coincide according to Eq. /A.5/. 
 For an operator action 
         

  


 ddfAAf , . 
For the product of operators 
/A.7/        

  


 ddBAAB ,,, . 
The right part of the last one relation defines so called convolution of symbols    
         ,,,   BAAB  . 
 Note that in contrast to the covariant symbols the matrix symbols can be defined for operators acting 
between different spaces 
   MN FFA : . 
 Grassmann algebra generators are often treated as variables of classical phase space of fermions 
system. So symbols are the elements of  N2  i.e. functions on phase space and realize quantum to 
classical correspondence principle: 
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/A.8/    ff , 
     , AA , 
        fAAf , , 
/A.9/      ,,  BAAB  . 
 For the element of dual space  NFg  the symbol is the element of N  defined as 
    



0
g
g  . 
For NFgf ,  Hermitian scalar product is defined by 
    gfgf ,  
and its symbolic representation is 
       




 






dd
gf
dd
gfgf , . 
 Covariant symbols of creation and annihilation operations are 
   kka 
 ,   kka  . 
Normal forms of operators and states are simply related with their covariant symbols by means of these 
maps [6]. Note that symbols of the states /A.8/ are the elements of subalgebra N  in Grassmann 
algebra N2  with half number of generators /A.3/. Generators of Grassmann subalgebra 
N  can be 
treated as variables of configuration space. As for bosons in case of fermions it can be given so called 
Fock-Bargmann representation of the algebra of creation and annihilation operations. Namely with 
/A.8/ we have identification 
    NNF . 
Creation operators are represented as above with left multiplication 
     kka  , 
and annihilation operators are represented with left partial derivative 
   





k
ka

. 
Any operator A on NF  can be represented by creation and annihilation operations [6]. So in Fock-
Bargmann representation operators are partial derivative operators 










,aA  on Grassmann 
subalgebra N . 
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